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INSERTING PUBLIC HOUSING SCHEMES IN THE TOWN: 
REGULARIZATION AND NEW CITIZENSHIP 

 
The recognition of the informal city in developing countries has been a recurrent theme in the end of 

this century, concerning proposals on a new citizenship. However,In Brazil, the most of the legal 
measurement to regulate such areas have turned either to the expontaneous occupancy issue or to the 
clandestine land developments or slums (Gordilho-Souza, 1997). There is, on the other side, another part of 
the city, formally produced through public housing policies in the 70´s, which turned to be illegal along its 
utilization, which should be conducted to urbanity status. 

This study deals with two low-income housing schemes, located in Pelotas,in the extreme south of 
Brazil. It was supposed that its collective spaces would be managed by huge “condominiuns” (1788 dwelling 
units in the first and 2624 in the second) making the municipality free of any responsabilities concerning 
urban services and infra-structure.ocial duties. Such condominiuns are not implanted and, without any internal 
or external control from the county, the dwellers changed the original project of their houses with a great 
interference on the collective spaces and on the infra-structure, and introduced new and diverse activities. 
More than 70% of the frontal spaces from housing unities, built in a two store typology were occupied. About 
47% built garages and 12% built terraces, balconies or even enhanced the private area, sustained on the 
enlargement done on the ground floor. One from each 10 unit displays another activity besides housing, in 
order to bear employment and income, and also recover the urban diversity which before that, stayed beyond 
the housing scheme limits (Medvedovski,1998).  

The lack of rules on maintenance and management of the colective open space and correspondent 
urban services caused problems on environmental injury and population health such as sewerage matter 
dumping, clandestine sewerage system on streets - despite the existence of  “legal” ones-, continous water 
scarcity, squares and sidewalks with no cleanness or maintenance. Population were affected, mainly on their 
citizen condition, once their access and utilization of urban services were impaired. 

These days, when the regularizating process of the two schemes has started, population want to have 
their enlarged areas ruled out, i.e. they wish the right to posses them legally, and also the right to keep the new 
uses, once they bring familiar income, not only the daily business activities but also service rendered. But 
regularization means more than juridical issue: it’s necessary take the day by day into consideration, and it’s 
also necessary determine the minimum of agreement on the management forms concerning such space. 

The spacial and managerial reorganization of the housing scheme can be shaped in its design, which 
showed to be a powerful support to the dweller interventions. Sharing the large housing scheme into “spacial 
managerial unities” imply that the solidarity and sociability nets should be respected. Studing the collective 
space use and appropriation showed that, in “Guabiroba” housing scheme such net is based in the space 
shared between the houses arranged in both sides of the sidewalks. Concerning the “Lindoia housing scheme” 
the block represents the aggregating element. 

However, the decision concerning the limits of such new managerial unities, pointed out after the 
Post-Occupation Evaluation already done, should be discussed and also authorized (or not) by the community 
through a parcipative process already in course. New partnerships among inhabitants and public authority 
should determine prerrogatives concerning the use and maintenance of the collective open spaces. I 
emphasize that specificities of each urban public service will be taken into account, I mean,  there is a great  
difference between  implanting a collective waste collection in a co- management system and  the procedures 
necessaries to have a treatment and sewerage collecting system. 

Another aspect to be considered is to maintain functional diversity on the housing schemes and their 
conection with the city. There is some risk that its absence could mean death to the urban tissue and and also 
social life. Moudon (1986) criticizes the static and also little stimulant spaces from luxury condominiums and 



Rybczynski (1996) states that  the cost of maintenance of collective open spaces can be afforded by the ones 
who have higher income. 

Finally, the regularization should be oriented according a new citizen position. Nowadays, most 
inhabitants from these schemes don’t pay taxes or fees concerning the public urban services. I am not 
adopting a neo-liberalism view point, which charges dwellers the maintenance burden of their day by day 
space, instead I suggest ceasing the paternalistic and co-optation disposition in practice until then. The 
effective regularization means a new attitude, in which to be a citizen implies rights and duties on his own 
housing scheme, and his city as a whole. 
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RESUME 
 
Pendant les annés 70, la production du logement social par l´Etat brésilien a pris la forme de grands 
ensembles de bâtiments. Il était prévu que l´espace collectif serait géré par des organisations de 
copropriétaires. En l´absence de ces organisations et sans contrôle public, les habitants se sont appropriés des 
espaces collectifs qu´aujurdhui se trouvent irréguliers. L´evaluation après l´occupation constate que leur 
regularisation dépasse la question de proprieté et comprend un modèle de gestion, basé sur l´usage quotidien 
de l´espace , où la citoyenneté entrâine simultanément des droits et des devoirs à l´égard de l´ensemble et de 
la ville. 


